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Ebooks
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An electronic book is a book-publication in 

digital form. 

In the US more books are published online 

than distributed in hard copy in book 

shops. 



Statistical (and Mathematical) eBooks

• The idea is can we incorporate statistical content 
into an eBook? Of course a statistical textbook is 
no different on paper to any other document 
when it comes to creating a pdf file (aside from 
maybe more equations!)

• The difference is in what ‘enhancements’ we can 
add and so the idea here is combining the text 
book with the statistics package i.e. interactive 
examples, allowing the user to include their own 
dataset etc.
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Statistical Analysis Assistants

• We adapt our eBook system to allow workflows that 

will be constructed to describe how the steps in a 

statistical analysis fit together.

• There may be many SAAs adapted to different 

researcher’s approaches – e.g. one might want to 

answer a research question/analyse a dataset as a 

specific expert might do it.

• Opinion is divided on how far one can take the idea –

from nowhere to complete automation i.e. pour in the 

dataset  at the top and let the computer sort it out. 

• Probable end point will be somewhere in between or 

in fact a series of SAAs that lie on this continuum.

• Easiest to start with automating single operations.



A statistical analysis assistant we are all happy with!



One Step further









Adding contextual text to a single operation

As we have seen with the Chi-squared example it is easy to 

enhance a single statistical operation like a statistical test.

We can easily expose the steps required for the test in this case –

1. The tabulation of the observed counts

2. The calculation of the corresponding expected counts

3. The calculation of the test statistic and degree of freedom

4. The interpretation of the test, the P value and what it means in 

words.

What is harder is to then put what the result means into context.

Statistical tests and tables are fairly easy to enhance with intelligent 

textual information whilst graphs and figures are harder to enhance. 

Generally one has to calculate a statistic related to the figure and 

work with that e.g. skewness and histograms as shown later.



‘The Warlock of Firetop Mountain’ approach

• The first of a genre of interactive books published in 

1982 and lapped up by 10 year olds like myself!

• A combination of book and flowchart

• Worked something like:

‘The goblin advances towards you, shouting words that 

you can’t understand, do you try to make conversation 

(turn to page 231), run past the goblin (turn to page 176) 

or draw your sword and fight (turn to page 134)’

• Basically underpinning the book was effectively a 

flowchart disguised by random page movements with 

a variety of endings (99% of them involved you dying), 

possible loops etc.
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The use of Flowcharts in Statistics

• The equivalent exists in (at least) basic statistical 

analysis and a variety of books have flowcharts to 

guide the uninitiated to the appropriate  test.

• The branching rules are usually things like – how 

many variables do you have?, what type are they?, is 

a normality assumption appropriate?

• The example flowcharts usually then say you need a t 

test / Mann Whitney test / ANOVA etc.

• One could expand this idea to include branches where 

we haven’t written material – i.e. the equivalent of 

ending up dead would be the default ‘go and ask a 

statistician’ end point – possibly taking your answers 

to the flow chart with you. 
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Where might this go?

• The flow chart idea is appealing as it may to some 

degree mimic a statistical consultation.

• If the system is flexible enough then each statistician 

can tune the SAA to their own approach to analysis 

and to how much they feel can be comfortably 

automated.

• Where there is uncertainty / options in what one 

should do this could be incorporated

• E-books can contain hyperlinks so that further 

background on proposed statistical methods or 

examples can be easily found
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Workflows and StatJR LEAF

• Workflows allow the sequencing of a series of 

operations to perform an analysis.

• StatJR LEAF is based around a new front end 

written using the Blockly system.

• It allows the user to link up templates 

themselves in a user-friendly visual way.

• Work flows can then be included in eBooks.

• We will use this system in the SAAs.



Skewness / Histogram workflow

• Here is a logfile style workflow.

• Basically we select a dataset then fit a histogram to a 
variable and display several objects.



Skewness / Histogram workflow
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More complex operations – linear regression

• When we looked at the chi-squared test earlier we 
already broke the test down into a series of steps 
which formed the test.

• For a regression analysis we might have 
additional steps to translate from simply a test to 
an analysis.

• We might do some initial exploratory data analysis 
and possible transform variables.

• We will clearly do the model fit itself but we will 
probably then also do some post-processing 
steps – for example analysis of the residuals and 
plotting the model predictions

• We will demonstrate an SAA for a linear 
regression but first show an example of a flow-
chart for a real analysis. 





Linear regression eBook

• All objects created available from one pull down and 
can be popped out to separate tabs in browser.



Linear regression eBook
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Moving to general linear models

• Here we have to deal differently with categorical predictors 
both in how they are included in the model and in also in 
how we perform exploratory data analysis on them.

• We might perform ‘univariable analysis’ where each 
predictor is considered in isolation and a separate model is 
fitted.

• We can then consider ‘multivariable analysis’, possibly via 
some stepwise style approach to find a ‘best’ model.

• Residual analysis is straightforward to extend to general 
linear models but what is more of a challenge is automation 
of prediction plots when say one has 3 continuous and 4 
categorical predictors! 

• One possible solution is to plot against each predictor in 
turn holding the others at their mean or offering a bespoke 
prediction tool. 



Linear Modelling eBook
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More on Statistical Analysis Assistants

• We have produced a far wider selection of SAAs than we 

have covered in these slides.

• We have SAAs that deal with other response types – for 

example binary responses and counts.

• We also have SAAs for multilevel models.

• We also have SAAs that use Bayesian MCMC methods.

• For more details see 

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/cmm/media/software/statjr/downloa

ds/manuals/1-06/manual-saa.pdf

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/cmm/media/software/statjr/downloads/manuals/1-06/manual-saa.pdf


Useful websites for further information

• www.understandingsociety.ac.uk (a 

‘biosocial’ resource)

• www.closer.ac.uk (UK longitudinal 

studies) 

• www.ukdataservice.ac.uk (access data)

• www.metadac.ac.uk (genetics data)

• www.ncrm.ac.uk (training and 

information)

http://www.understandingsociety.ac.uk/
http://www.closer.ac.uk/
http://www.ukdataservice.ac.uk/
http://www.metadac.ac.uk/
http://www.ncrm.ac.uk/

